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FORM & FUNCTION - A WINNING COMBINATION
Lenova’s NEW Ledge Prep Sink Wins INTERIOR DESIGN’s Best of the Year Award.  

(Hillside, IL  December 12, 2013)   On December 5, over 900 designers and manufacturers gathered 

at the IAC Building in New York City to celebrate the winners of the 8th Annual Interior Design 

Best of Year Awards. The BoY Awards is the preeminent design competition recognizing superi-

or interior design products and projects. Best of Year honorees were selected by Editor in Chief 

Cindy Allen and a jury of design leaders from a record-breaking number of submissions. Lenova 

is proud to announce their new Ledge Series of Prep Sinks won the Kitchen Fixtures category.

 The new Ledge Series includes three models, each featuring a 90 degree ledge pressed into 

the front and back of the sink that converts it to a food prep center when accessorized 

with optional stainless steel colander, wood cutting board, and unique roll 

up stainless steel grid drainer. The series includes two 33" x 22" 

sinks, one single bowl and one double bowl. The double bowl sink  

features a low divider so large pans with long handles fit in the sink 

easily.  Also available is a large 38" single bowl sink. The sinks can 

be mounted as drop in sinks or undermounted; and are constructed  

of durable, commercial-grade 16-gauge stainless steel ensuring the sinks 

will last a lifetime in a busy kitchen.
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ABOUT LENOVA

 Lenova is truly a different kind of sink company. Drawing inspiration from the beauty of nature and the universe, Lenova  

offers a vast array of kitchen and bath sinks in every shape and hue imaginable. Known for its signature “Eight Elements of 

Sinks,” the Lenova collection features a stunning line of sinks crafted from eight varied resources: Stainless Steel, Porcelain, 

Bamboo, Bronze, Copper, Stone, Glass and Composite. Each sink is created by master craftsmen and backed by Lenova’s 

“No Worries” customer service philosophy. Lenova is committed to protecting the natural world that inspires its designs through 

eco-friendly business practices and is proud to offers its customers the finest in affordable luxury sinks.

 For more information about Lenova’s new sink and faucet lines call 877-733-1098 or visit www.LenovaSinks.com.

ALSO SHOWN ~ LENOVA’S NEW SK110 KITCHEN FAUCET. 

The type 304 stainless steel construction of the new SK110 faucet eliminates the concern 

associated with lead, and the satin polish on the stainless surfaces insures a lifetime of good 

looks with minimum care. All the faucets in Lenova’s new line have long life ceramic disk 

cartridges; and the stream and spray heads are stainless steel NOT plastic for a long life. A 

limited lifetime warranty is standard on the stainless components.


